2017 MODEL YEAR
GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 4X4

MANUFACTURER’S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE OF THIS MODEL INCLUDING DEALER PREPARATION

Base Price: $39,995

JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE LIMITED 4X4

Exterior Color: Diamond Black Crystal Pearl-Coat Exterior Paint
Interior Color: Black / Light Frost Beige Interior Colors

Transmission: 8-Speed Paddle Shift Automatic Transmission

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (UNLESS REPLACED BY OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT)

Base Price: $39,995

FUNCTIONAL/SAFETY FEATURES

Low Beam Daytime Running Headlights

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT (May Replace Standard Equipment)

Customer Preferred Package 28H

Off-Road Adventure II $2,495

285/60R18 BSW All Season All-Terrain Tires

Normal Lift Differential

Quadra-Drive II® 4WD System

Quadra-Lift® Air Suspension

Selec-Speed® Control

Front Suspension Skid Plate

Fuel Tank Skid Plate Shroud

Transfer Case Skid Plate

Underbody Skid Plate

Trailer Tow Group IV

“Trail Rated” Badge

Tow Hooks

FUEL ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT

17 Combined city/hwy

14 City

22 Highway

5.9 g CO₂ per 100 miles

Fuel Economy & Greenhouse Gas Rating (tailpipe only)

Smog Rating (tailpipe only)

EPA DOT

Gasoline Vehicle

You spend

$4,750

more in fuel costs over 5 years

compared to the average new vehicle.

For more information visit: www.jeep.com

call 1-877-IAM-JEEP

PARTS CONTENT INFORMATION

FOR VEHICLES IN THIS CARLINE:

U.S./CANADIAN PARTS CONTENT: 60%

MAJOR SOURCES OF FOREIGN PARTS CONTENT:

MEXICO: 23%

NOTE: PARTS CONTENT DOES NOT INCLUDE FINAL ASSEMBLY, DISTRIBUTION, OR OTHER NON-PARTS COSTS.

FOR THIS VEHICLE:

FINAL ASSEMBLY POINT:

DETOUR, MICHIGAN, U.S.A.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

ENGINE: MEXICO

TRANSMISSION: UNITED STATES

THE SAFETY RATINGS ABOVE ARE BASED ON FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TESTS OF PARTICULAR VEHICLES EQUIPPED WITH CERTAIN FEATURES AND OPTIONS. THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS VEHICLE MAY DIFFER.